CHAPTER III.
trips from calcutta.
r         e
-I, dakjeeling.—-The Mail Train must be caught at
Sealdah at 4-30 p.m. (Calcutta time), (The traveller should
telegraph in advance for a berth to be reserved for him at
S$ra Ghat.) "At Boogoola time is allowed for the pas-
sengers to take tea. Damookdia Ghat is reached at 4-48
(Madras time) and here the traveller must leave the train
and go on board the steamer. Dinner is served on board
while the Pudda is being crossed. At Sara Ghat a train
is found waiting, Siliguri is reached at 6-28 (Madras time),
and after having secured his seat and seen his luggage on
board the light mountain train, the traveller will find he
has ample time to make a substantial breakfast. Leaving
Siliguri the train runs for some miles through rice fields
and tea gardens until at Sukna it abruptly me'ets the foot
of the hills. The journey now becomes, at least for those
making it for the first time, most delightful. The
changes in the vegetation as the train creeps up higher
and higher will excite the interest of the naturalist. The
ingenuity with which the ascent is negotiated will not
escape attention. In one place the lines make a figure eight;
and another one can see through the window at one glance
the engine and the guard's van. Nothing can be more
beautiful than the vast view, which lies below, of the
great plain of Bengal Kurseong will be reached in time
for tiffin. Here most probably the traveller will find the
need of his great-coat. Darjeeling is reached early in the
afternoon. It would be out of place to attempt to describe
Darjeeling in a Calcutta guide book: we here merely men-
tion it as a place accessible to the tourist who has at least
some four days at his disposal and who is anxious to have
a view of the eternal snows of the Himalayas. The

